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Switch to FM  bolsters range, sound quality o f student run radio
Steve Garcia
Contributing Writer 
Students can no doubt still re­
member that first day at Cedar- 
ville. They remember stopping at 
every table in the Athletic Center 
to gather as much paperwork as 
Possible, and they perhaps recall 
taking an interest in a table where a 
couple of students said something 
about a student-run radio station.
Later, students discovered that 
WSRN an AM station which 
sounded muffled at best. The 
thought of actually listening to an 
station paled in comparison to 
toe hi-fi sounds which their super 
hoom box stereos were capable of
pumping out.
Now the whole campus is buzz­
ing about the new student radio sta­
tion, an FM station that broadcasts 
crisp signals comparable to the qual­
ity of a CD. That old AM station has 
since been buried, paving way for 
the future of Cedarville College stu­
dent radio, U99.5 FM. Senior Amy 
Cartzendafner, the station’s man­
ager, said, “U99.5 is a brand new 
Christian station for the Cedarville 
students, run by their fellow stu­
dents. We are the only all-Christian 
music station available in this area. 
We felt that there was a need for a 
radio station with quality content as 
well as a quality signal.”
Associate Professor of Broadcast­
ing James Leightenheimer said the 
idea of an AM radio station worked 
for some time, but was clearly at the 
end of its lifespan: “We broadcasted 
on AM for years. That signal began 
to deteriorate due to the increase of 
electrical equipment in the dorm 
rooms,” he said. Leightenheimer 
said a company was found that 
manufactured very low FM radiat­
ing cable systems, systems which 
could do the same job as the $25,000 
setup the station had been origi­
nally considering.
The once distant plans of begin­
ning a new FM station collided with 
reality on April 7 when U99.5 offi­
cially kicked off. Two transmitters, 
resembling a small cable box, are 
strategically located on the roof of 
Collins Hall and in the attic of 
Willetts Hall. The Collins transmit­
ter broadcasts to Faith, Bethel and 
the once unreachable dorms on the 
Hill. The Willetts transmitter blan­
kets the north side of campus, in­
cluding Brock Hall.
U99.5’s broadcast hours include 
7 to 9 a.m. and 2 to 4 p.m. every 
Monday through Friday. It comes 
on again from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. every 
Monday through Sunday. U99.5 
even has special Saturday morning 
hours from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
“We have a fun station. It is fun to
hear your friends and fellow stu­
dents on the a ir ,” said 
Cartzendafner as she prepared a 
few daily segments to be heard on 
U99.5.
Just next door in Collins 32, 
junior Liz Parr and senior Mark 
Button removed their headphones 
during their, afternoon shift to 
explain why they like the new 
station.
“I like knowing how the music 
gets to people,” Parr said, “I just 
love the music.”
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Heather Webster 
Staff Writer
This year’s spring production, 
My Fair Lady, will be the most 
lavish play in Cedarville history, 
according to Professor of Commu­
nication Arts/Drama Dr. David 
Robey.
My Fair Lady is based on George 
Bernard Shaw’s play Pygmalion 
and has been called one of the most 
popular Broadway musicals of all 
time. Its repertoire includes such
songs as “The Rain in Spain,” “I’m 
Getting Married in the Morning,” 
“On the Street Where You Live” 
and “I Could Have Danced All 
Night,” which Robey said, “will melt 
you heart when you hear Eliza 
[played by junior Jody Hovis] sing.”
Hovis is joined on stage by 25 
students, which took Robey a week 
to choose, and one faculty member, 
Assistant Professor of Communica­
tion Arts Gary Barker.
In 1986, when Cedarville lastper-
Higgins, played by sophomore communications major Chris Pierre, interviews Eliza, 
Played by junior vocal performance major Jody Hovis, for his language experiment 
Photo by D. Blackburn.
formed My Fair Lady, Barker was 
the stage manager under Robey. In 
this year’s performance, Barker 
brings to life the delightful Alfred 
P. Dolittle. Robey said that he espe­
cially appreciates the fine work of 
Barker, and that it is an honor for 
Cedarville to have a licensed pro­
fessional actor like Barker.
Augmenting the performance are 
Ed Supplee, who is directing the 
11-piece orchestra, and Salley 
Moore who is choreographing the 
show. “The show is great music, a 
great story and a frolicking good 
time,” Robey said.
However, My Fair Lady is not 
just about talented actors and a few 
songs and dances. “It is about false 
standards that society puts on hap­
piness. Higgins, played by sopho­
more Chris Pierre, finds happiness 
in language. Eliza finds happiness 
in life,” Robey said.
The play shows the differences 
between the upper-class, the rich 
ascot-goers, and the lower-class, the 
poor cockneys. One would expect 
the upper-class to the be the happi­
est because of all that they have, but 
really the happiest are the poorest, 
Robey said. Eliza is the one who 
realizes the importance of hard 
work, achieving goals and further­
ing herself in life. One of the most 
poignant statements in the play is 
after Eliza has come to that realiza­
tion and says to Higgins, “I sold 
flowers, I didn’t sell myself. Now 
you’ve made a lady of me, I’m not
The three drunks, played by (from left to right) junior theater and Christian 
education major Chris Vitarelli, assistant professor of communication arts Gary 
Barker and sophomore el-ed major Todd Musser. Photo by D. Blackburn.
fit to sell anything else.”
Hovis said the most challenging 
thing about the part of Eliza is her 
shift in accent; she goes from a 
strong cockney: “ Aoowwwwt! I 
washed my hands and face afore I 
come. I did,” to a refined English.
“The thing I love most about Eliza 
is her ability to fill a room with her 
presence. Her personality draws
Henry Higgins in. She’s a bit of a 
charmer,” Hovis said.
“The wonderful sets, the lavish 
costumes, the excellent voices and 
the instruments will all combine 
in a very fine performance,” 
Robey said.
Tickets can still be bought by 
calling the communications arts 
office.
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News and Fentiiraf!
H onors program  enlists upperclassm en to coach its rookies
Bachel J. Stewart 
Staff Writer
This year marks the beginning 
of a new program at Cedarville 
College—the MOMM Mentor 
Program. MOMM stands for the 
class “The Making of the Modem 
Mind,” a year-long course for first 
year students enlisted in the Hon­
ors Program. This class covers the 
areas of philosophy, history and 
the humanities, as well as discus­
sion about world views. The class 
is extremely challenging, so a 
mentor program was established 
to help students cope with its de­
mands. The mentors are upper­
classmen who have been through 
MOMM and have volunteered to 
help current MOMM students.
Stephani Niccole Anderson, a 
junior elementary education ma­
jor with a concentration in the 
Honors Program, is heavily in­
volved in the mentor program. 
Anderson began a project this past 
summer on the emotional devel­
opment of gifted students. Her in­
volvem ent with the MOMM 
mentor program started when she 
took an honors seminar entitled 
“Two Philosophies of Teaching 
and Learning” during the Fall 
Quarter with Dr. Daniel Estes, pro­
fessor of Bible and assistant aca-
Christy Farris 
Staff Writer
Cedarville College has entered 
the final stage of its reaccreditation 
process. After two years of col­
lecting research and writing re­
ports, the college is ready for an 
on-site visit by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and 
Schools (NCA). A team from the 
NC A will visit Cedarville College 
on May 19-21 to evaluate the day- 
to-day operations of the college.
Associate Professor of Music 
Dr. James Colman is Cedarville’s 
reaccreditation coordinator. “We 
are looking forward to the site 
team visiting. The campus is in 
great shape. We’ve identified the 
things that need to be worked on, 
and those areas are in progress. 
The facilities and programs are 
great. We’re excited to have the 
site team come here,” Colman said.
Colman stressed the importance 
of students being informed about 
the reaccreditation process, espe­
cially when the site team visits in 
May. “When the site team comes, 
they will want to interact with 
students and different student 
groups to ask if they know about
demic vice president.
Anderson said, “He brought up 
the idea of matching the freshmen 
with upperclassmen in a mentoring 
type program and asked us what we 
[the class] thought. I was highly 
supportive of the idea because of 
the research I had done, and he
the reaccreditation process and what 
has been going on,” he said. The 
NCA site team will also observe 
classes and meet with administra­
tors during their visit.
The Chicago-based North Cen­
tral Association of Colleges and 
Schools is one of six national ac­
creditation institutions. The inde­
pendent association is responsible 
for accrediting schools in 19 states 
in the north central region of the 
country. Membership in the NCA is 
voluntary.
According to Colman, Cedarville 
College joined to NCA because 
accreditation is valuable to both stu­
dents and the college. “The primary 
value to the students is the recogni­
tion of academic standards, which 
has to do with not only the value of 
the degree but also the acceptance 
of the degree. Some areas of the 
workforce and some graduate 
schools won’t accept a non-accred­
ited degree. The primary value to 
the institution is the opportunity to 
examine itself and see how well it is 
accomplishing its goals,” he said.
The NCA accredits the entire 
college based upon five criteria of 
evaluation: resources, assessment,
asked me to line up some support 
and criteria for the idea. I turned in 
a very rough sample of certain points 
of research. He copied them off and 
distributed them to the class, and 
we discussed them.”
The class voted in favor of the 
idea, so Estes gave questionnaires
strategic planning, institutional in­
tegrity and institutional mission. 
Some college activities that the NCA 
will evaluate as a part of these crite­
ria include financial stability, ad­
missions services, student academic 
achievement and relationships with 
outside constituencies. The NCA 
evaluates these areas through a self­
study prepared by the college and 
through the upcoming visit in May.
The bulk of the work for the 
Reaccreditation Committee, which 
is chaired by Colman, has been in 
preparing the self-study. Since the 
spring of 1995, the Reaccreditation 
Committee has been gathering data 
for the study. From that data, the 
committee evaluates how well the 
college is accomplishing its mis­
sion and identifies areas of strength 
and areas that need improvement. 
The self-study was reviewed and 
approved by faculty, staff and the 
Administrative Council. The 220- 
page final document was sent to the 
NCA this week.
Cedarville College will find out 
the results of the reaccreditation 
process at the end of June.
to the students enrolled in MOMM. 
The goal of having questionnaires 
was to match students with mentors 
who shared some of the same inter­
ests. Anderson asked for mentor 
volunteers, then matched the fresh­
men with the upperclassmen ac­
cording to the questionnaires.
When asked if she thought that 
the mentoring program has been 
successful, Anderson said, “The 
purpose was to give encouragement, 
support and sounding boards to the 
freshmen, as they wanted and 
needed it. For the three ‘mentor- 
ees’ that I had Fall Quarter, I think 
it helped. To know on the basis of 
the entire year and the whole pro­
gram, I think that a survey needs to 
be given at the end of Spring Quar­
ter to find out what worked and 
what didn’t.”
Anderson believes that the 
MOMM mentor program will and 
should continue. “If the necessary 
changes are made and if at the end 
of this year, volunteer mentors are 
recruited and given a little training, 
the mentoring program should be 
able to continue,” she said.
Ruthanne Pierson, a junior orga­
nizational communications major, 
said that she volunteered to become 
a mentor because she remembered 
how hard MOMM was, especially 
when she did not have any back­
ground in the subject areas that were 
studied in the class. She knew what 
it was like, and she wanted to en­
courage someone else going through 
the same hardships.
“I wanted to establish a relation­
ship that honors God through schol­
arship; not because I thought that I 
was really smart, but because I 
wanted to establish a relationship 
that would support and encourage. 
Basically to let them [MOMM stu­
dents] know there are people who 
have been through the program, and 
that we survived...and that we’re 
not geeks. Any opportunity the Lord 
gives me to build into other people ’ s 
lives is never a waste of time,” she 
said.
Pierson also believes that the 
mentor program is a good program 
because it matches individual people 
together. It is unique because one 
can make as much or as little as they 
want to make of it. “ Y ou make your 
own structure,” Pierson said.
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C ulture a t large fails to  distinguish betw een cults, C hristians
Jen benson 
<StafF Writer
You’ve probably heard most of 
the gory details: police found 39 
members of a cult dead on bunk 
beds, each covered with a purple 
cloth. Some died of overdoses of 
phenobarbital, others of asphyxia­
tion. They believed they were aliens 
in human bodies, destined to board 
a spacecraft that was supposedly 
following the Hale-Bopp comet. 
The question most of us probably 
ask is: Why would these people 
believe something so absurd, some­
thing that ultimately led to their 
voluntary deaths?
Let’s take a minute and think 
about the type of people they seemed 
to be. The cult members were a 
group of people set apart by their 
dress, conservative views and strong 
religious beliefs; they were intelli­
gent and hard working, yet they 
lived somewhat isolated lives; they 
seemed to live in a bubble. Sound 
familiar? They could have been 
Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses or 
even Cedarville College students. 
Wait, don’t get too excited. I ’m not 
suggesting that Cedarville College 
is a cult. I will ask you, though, 
what would you think if you were 
an outsider? How would you know 
we were any different? How would 
you know that we posses the truth?
The similarities between the cult 
profile and Cedarville should not 
scare you, but they should prompt 
you to understand the difference 
between what we believe and what 
they believed. You should be able 
to explain this clearly to anyone 
who asks, because there are a lot of 
people out there who don’t know 
the difference, and worse yet, don’t 
care about the difference. They 
group all religions together, cult or 
Christian. When a cult harms 
people, it reflects negatively on all 
religious groups. The media does 
little to distinguish between reli­
gion and cult. In fact, they often 
seem to enjoy blurring the distinc­
tion.
As Christians, our reaction to the 
suicides is one of sorrow. Chris­
tians hope that when people see 
such a perversion of religion they 
will not stop their search for the 
true God. Despite this stance, Chris­
tians will very likely be blamed, in 
many cases, for being the cause, 
not the cure of cults such as this.
For example, a non-Christian 
might very well argue that the Chris­
tian stand against homosexuality 
contributed to the guilt and psycho­
logical disturbance of Marshall 
Herff Applewhite, the cult’s leader. 
Applewhite was rumored to have 
homosexual desires. In fact, he
checked himself into a mental insti­
tution to be “cured.” He felt there 
was something wrong with these 
desires. Call it a conscience, call it 
what you will.
But today many liberals feel that 
some people are just bom that way. 
Homosexuals don’t need to be cured, 
they just need to learn to accept 
themselves—something fundamen­
tal Christians won’t allow. This 
thinking leads us to view Applewhite 
as the victim, whose repressed de­
sires caused madness. Could any­
thing be farther from the truth?
Of course, truth is not what most 
people are concerned about today. 
When you approach religion with 
no interest in the truth, all religions 
become equal, they all become one, 
they become nothing more than a 
search for spiritual significance in a 
process much like looking for a light 
switch in a dark room.
So how do we know that our “re­
ligion,” faith, if you will, is true? 
How can we explain the difference 
between the Heaven’s Gate Cult, or 
any other cult for that matter, and 
Cedarville College to an outsider?
First, Christianity is not about a 
set of rules or actions that we must 
perform in order to get to heaven; 
we certainly don’t have to harm or 
kill ourselves to get God’s attention 
or to enter a higher, glorified form 
of life. This type of behavior is typi­
cal of the pagan sects. Remember
Baal and Elisha? Christianity, on 
the other hand, is at its most basic 
level a love relationship with God. 
Itis atwo-way, direct relationship— 
no room for new prophets.
As people who live in this love 
relationship with God, we believe 
in God’s timing for both life and 
death. This is one reason why we 
believe suicide to be wrong. Sui­
cide elevates us to the position of 
individual gods. This all reverts back 
to Satan’s original lie to Eve. Eating 
the forbidden fruit would make Eve 
and Adam enlightened, God-like. 
Satan promised the opposite of what 
God had said: “For God doth know 
that in the day you eat thereof, then 
your eyes shall be opened, and ye 
shall be as Gods, knowing good and 
evil.” (Gen. 3:5)
I can ’t help but think that 
Applewhite must have made simi­
lar promises to his followers. If we 
follow the Scriptures farther, they 
tell us that Adam and Eve’s eyes 
were opened, not to advanced, God­
like knowledge, but to their own 
nakedness and ultimate shame be­
fore their Maker.
Second, the historical fact of 
Christ’s resurrection, as evidenced 
by biblical accounts, funnels all 
universal power to God. Most im­
portantly, it means that we serve an 
active and living God. It also means 
that God is separate from man. 
Applewhite was supposed to come
back from the dead in three days. 
Unless they are keeping it a really 
big secret, it didn’t happen. Why? 
Because that miracle was unique to 
Jesus Christ. It proved that he was 
the Son of God. Only the God of the 
Bible has power over the bound­
aries of life and death.
Third, the difference between 
Heaven’s Gate members and Chris­
tians is one of identity. As Chris­
tians, our identity is not found in a 
label, a title, a position or a group. It 
is found in Christ alone. We do not 
believe that everyone should have 
the same earthly identity, but we 
were all created in the image of 
God. Humans are important because 
God created us. Cults appeal to 
people today because many are 
searching for identity. They have 
not found it in their families, friends 
or work. The cults offer a tight 
circle of acquaintances, all with 
similar identities. Heaven’s Gate 
members all dressed in black, had 
the same haircuts, had the same job, 
even lived in the same house. There 
is a paradox here: in seeking an 
identity, they actually lost it.
In a world full of people who 
don’t believe in absolute truth, any 
type of religion is as good as the 
next. Probably the most disturbing 
thing I read about the whole issue 
was a quote from Ted Turner: “It 
[the mass suicide] seems like a good 
way to get rid of a bunch of nuts.” 
Nuts? That word sounds strangely 
like “fanatics.” The world may think 
of us as religious fanatics. It is our 
job to let them know the difference 
between a nut or a fanatic, and a 
devoted Christian.
How do we tell the difference? 
Look at the nature of our devotion 
compared to theirs. Although the 
39 cult members were fooled, there 
is no doubt that they were devoted 
to what they believed. We might 
even take a small lesson from them. 
They were ready to go up to that 
spaceship. They realized that the 
earth was not their home; it isn’t 
ours either. They even died for what 
they believed. Don’t get me wrong, 
I’m not advocating suicide. There 
is one BIG difference. Cults thrive 
because of blind devotion. They 
have a robotic relationship with a 
human leader, while ours is a dy­
namic one with God himself. The 
more the cult members “learned,” 
the less they thought. Our devotion 
to the Lord is an enlightened one, 
because as our knowledge of God 
increases, it enhances our lives. 
Even non-believers recognize this.
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Cedarville engineers take first place at D etroit auto congress
Christina Lay 
Staff Writer
Each February, more than 50,000 
engineers from the automotive in­
dustries gather at the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) In­
ternational Congress and Exposi­
tion in Detroit. The Congress 
involves participants from more 
than 50 countries, approximately 
1,000 corporate exhibits, more than 
200 technical sessions and many 
student activities. This year the 
Congress was held Feb. 24-27.
Student chapters of SAE were 
invited to showcase their programs 
in an exhibit and presentation com­
petition with a $1,250 first prize. 
The Cedarville team captured first- 
place. In the past six years, it has 
won two first places, three second 
places and a third place.
Junior Cindy McFadden is presi­
dent of Cedarville’s SAE and the 
leader of the Congress Team. “The 
University of Illinois was on one 
side of us, GMI and the University 
of Michigan on the other. They all 
kid us about the Cedarville name, 
but they know who we are, that we 
have a quality program, and that 
we’re the team to beat. It’s always a 
great thrill. More than 1,000 people 
came on Family Night to hear 
NASCAR driver Jeff Gordon and
Cedarville students showed this propane powered 1994 Chrysler van at the SAE International Congress and Exposition. The 
Cedarville team placed first, ahead of such schools as Michigan, Akron, and GMI. Photo by D. Blackburn.
the announcement that ‘the student 
competition winners are from a 
place called Cedarville.’ We praise 
the Lord for the opportunity and the 
results,” she said.
Twenty-five Cedarville students
attended the Congress this year. 
“The exposure they received [while] 
experiencing the professional engi­
neering community is an important 
element of their education and helps 
set life-long patterns,” said Chuck
Allport, assistant to the vice presi­
dent of academics and advisor to 
the Cedarville chapter of SAE.
“It’s a neat way to see new tech­
nologies, get acquainted with new 
companies and find things we need
for our projects,” said sophomore 
and second-year team member Seth 
Valentine.
Sophomore Chris Nolt said, “I 
went with a shopping list and was 
able to get a very expensive special 
emissions control device for our 
van in exchange for providing the 
test data we acquire. This is real 
engineering.”
Also a bonus for the students, 
especially seniors, was an auto in­
dustry job fair.
Cedarville has made quite a show­
ing at the annual Congress. Scores 
of Cedarville supporters, Cedarville 
parents, companies that have hired 
Cedarville graduates and engineer­
ing alumni came by the booth to 
stay in touch. Charles Pugno, a 
Chrysler quality engineering spe­
cialist from Auburn Hills, Mich., 
said, “We discovered Cedarville 
here at the Congress two years ago, 
and now my son is one of your 
freshmen.”
“Winning competitions isn’t ev­
erything, but as Christians we’re 
admonished to do our best. In the 
business world, our witness means 
a lot more when it’s accompanied 
by professional competence. It’s 
great to get the first place plaque 
again, but even more gratifying to 
see our students winning in so many 
different ways,” Allport said.
Ministry teams reflect on enlightening Spring Break experiences
Rebecca Ritzel 
Staff Writer
Four weeks into the quarter, most 
students' minds are on papers, mid­
terms, the upcoming summer or 
graduation. Occasionally, by think­
ing really hard, students can re­
member Spring Break, that week of 
vacation back in March. For some 
Cedarville students Spring Break 
adventures created memories which 
will be recalled long after this quar­
ter.
Europe : Professor of Instrumen­
tal Music Charles Pagnard led the 
Brass Choir on their European tour. 
While the team had contacts in Eu­
rope, they left without a definite 
itinerary. After a few days in 
Geneva, the musicians prepared to 
travel to France, only to find that 
their contact in Paris was leaving 
the country, and they would have 
no accommodations. “On two days 
notice, we were provided with a 
place to stay and three concerts,” 
said Pagnard. Although the Bible 
center outside of Paris which housed 
them was somewhat rustic, the mis­
sionaries there were very accom­
modating. The Brass Choir 
performed to standing room only 
audiences in the local church.
While traveling through Ger­
many, France, Italy and Switzer­
land, keeping up with foreign 
currency became complicated. At 
the Italian border, things got espe­
cially frustrating. The Brass Choir 
was about to drive through the Mont 
Blanc tunnel when Pagnard was 
told the toll would be 57,000 lira for 
three vans. “57,000 lira! What do 
you mean 57,000 lira?” he said to 
the toll collector who spoke no En­
glish. At the exchange rate of 1,500 
lira for every American dollar, 
things became a little clearer. For 
the rest of the trip and back at Ce­
darville, the Brass Choir has adopted 
the phrase “57,000 lira” as a excla­
mation of surprise.
Mexico: South of the border, 15 
Cedarville students were in for their 
own experience of cultural contrast. 
The Habitat for Humanity team to 
Mexico City was surprised by the 
laissez-faire attitude of the Mexi­
can people, who have their own 
concept of time. When the team 
arrived at the work site, the dirt for 
beginning the project had yet to 
arrive. Alicia Elmore, social work 
secretary and team leader, became 
concerned. “What do we do now?” 
she asked the locals. “Rest, take it
easy,” they told her.
The Mexican schedule included 
parties in the hotel every evening, 
the loudest of which came on the 
team’s last night. At 3 a.m., Elmore 
hollered “Silencio, por favor!” out 
the window to the offenders, then 
raced them to the lobby to explain 
the situation to the bewildered man­
ager.
Families who were to live in the 
homes built by the Habitat team 
gave a party in their honor. In order 
to enter the party, each team mem­
ber had to fly “To the Moon.” The 
Mexicans called the students, blind­
folded them, strapped them to a 
board, and moved it to create the 
sensation of flying. “Their games 
are really fun. Everyone gets in­
volved,” senior Mandy Senior said.
Florida: Senior Aaron Schradin 
did much of the driving for the 14 
Cedarville students who went to 
Miami for Habitat. “Being the 
driver, I had the power to tell people 
to adjust the windows and mirrors. 
I got tired of driving—it got bor­
ing,” Schradin said. He relieved his 
boredom by asking his passengers 
to adjust the mirror, then squirting 
the unsuspecting victims with wind­
shield wiper fluid. Each member of
the team fell prey to his scheme at 
least once during the trip.
At the beach later in the week, 
junior Emily Wiljamaa and several 
of the other girls on the team were 
able to retaliate with a prank of their 
own. After offering to rub sunscreen 
on Schradin’s back while he took a 
nap, the girls covered him with lip­
stick. Even scrubbing in the ocean 
would not remove the pink stains.
In addition to the Mexico City 
and Florida groups, Habitat also 
had Cedarville teams in Mississippi 
and South Dakota. All of the groups 
reported a sense of team unity, and 
many students had witnessing op­
portunities.
Midwest: Most of Cedarville’s 
traveling groups had a chance to go 
south and enjoy the warmth and 
sunshine. However the Lifeline 
Players spent the week touring the 
Midwest. “We got jipped going to 
northern Indiana when others went 
to Florida,” junior Jason Kandel 
said. In between performances, the 
group frequented the “Electric 
beaches” of the Hoosier State and 
came back with tans to compete 
with the Floridians.
Lifeline had the opportunity to 
perform in a public school. The
drama group was featured at a Fel­
lowship of Christian Athletes Gym 
Night at Triton High School. They 
joined the kids for pizza and games. 
“We were able to develop a rela­
tionship with them before giving 
the presentation,” Kandel said. The 
play was very evangelistic and 
evoked an emotional response from 
the 100 kids present.
North Carolina: On an indepen­
dent trip, 12 guys from Theta Rho 
Epsilon traveled to the Appalachian 
Mountains of North Carolina. The 
OPE members spent the week vol­
unteering at Masters Mission. They 
lived in cabins, which got cold dur­
ing the mountain nights. A log that 
junior Jeff Elliot accidentally left 
by the wood stove nearly caught 
fire. The cabin filled with smoke 
and left everything with a sooty 
odor when the air cleared. The guys 
headed to town to wash the smoky 
scent out of their clothes at the local 
laundry mat. While there, sopho­
more Andy Clary backed the Ce­
darville van into a Ford Mustang, a 
costly reminder of how a person 
should never back a van without 
spotters.
Final Exam Question 
The Collect Call
W hats the only number to  use for all your 
collect calls tha t could ins tan tly  win you 
cool s tu ff (like classy Ray-Can* sunglasses 
and Oxygen* in-line skates) 
every hour, every day?
a) nope
b) nope
c) nope
d) 1 800 CALL ATT
e) go back one
The one number to how 
for all your collect calls.
and*4/28/97 Calls Wi"  be accePted and 336 winners be selected randomly between 4/14/97 (noon EST)ana 4/zo/y/ (noon t il) .  Only completed domestic calls are e iqibe. Pnze values* Skates S199/Sunnla«p* t i^ o  oh hc  nf u/mninn j . nnnj  . . . r  '
official rules and free entry instructions, cal, 1 800 787-5193. Void where prohibit ” Ba n ^  °' ^
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Christina La/
Staff Writer
Cedarville has long had an insti­
tutional commitment to free enter­
prise, so it is not surprising that in 
March of this year a competitive 
presentation team called Students 
In Free Enterprise (SIFE) was re­
vived. While a chapter of this orga­
nization existed in the late 1980s, it 
ceased to function during the early 
1990s.
What is SIFE? The Students In 
Free Enterprise Handbook defines 
SIFE: “Teams of college students 
teaching others an understanding of 
how market economies and busi­
nesses operate, and helping them to 
use this knowledge to better them­
selves, their community and their 
country.”
This basically boils down to do­
ing various projects promoting free 
enterprise and market economies, 
assimilating the information in an 
annual report and presenting the 
projects in a 30 minute presentation 
to a panel of judges at the regional 
competition.
Team leader ju n io r Rob 
Mulvaney explained SIFE. “I be­
lieve that there is an incredible op­
portunity for the student body to
become involved in a team-oriented 
partnership with corporate America. 
We are able to promote the free 
enterprise principles of our country 
throughout our community, all the 
while bettering ourselves and those 
around us. We gained valuable ex­
perience on presenting speeches in 
front of an audience that was com­
posed of Fortune 500 executives. 
Where else can students go and talk 
about what their college offers to 
presidents of top level companies?” 
he said.
Initially, the SIFE team needed 
advisors to champion the organiza­
tion until formal sponsors could be 
found. Chuck Allport, assistant to 
the academic vice president, and 
Lew Gibbs, director of career ser­
vices, were asked to lead the group.
“Our task was to recruit SIFE 
team members, focus the team’s 
energies, acquire SIFE-related data 
from campus organizations, and 
prepare [the team] for competition 
with other, already existing SIFE 
college teams,” Gibbs said.
The members of the Cedarville 
SIFE team include senior Steve 
Houg; juniors Ryan Anderson, Erin 
Barker, Julie Jaskilka, Kirk Le 
Blanc, Mulvaney and Dave Rea;
1 9  9 7 
A cadem ic 
S e m i n a r s
THE TEXT OF THE HEBREW BIBLE
June 3  - 27, 1 9 9 7
GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN
Dr. John Sailhamer. Western Seminary 
Dr. Bruce Waltke, Regent College
THE TEXT OF THE GREEK 
NEW TESTAMENT 
July 1 - 25 , 1 9 9 7
GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN
Dr. Bastiaan Van Elderen, Calvin Theological Seminary 
Dr. Scott Carroll, The Scriptorium
Dr. Bruce Metzger. Princeton Theological Seminary (guest lecture)
Dr. Eldon Epp. Case Western Reserve Seminary
For more information on tho»o seminars or to obtain 
an application form, ploaso contact Tho Scriptorium.
The Scriptorium: Center for Christian Antiquities 
926 Robbins Road. Suite 183 
Grand Haven. Ml 49417 
800 -333*373 
616-847-7220 
contact@scnptortum. org 
vwwwcriptofium.org
T H E  S C R I P T O R I U M
CENTER FO R CHRISTIAN ANTIQUITIES
The SIFE team includes: Back row, left to right: junior Roh Mulvaney, junior Ryan Anderson, junior Kirk LeBlanc, junior David 
Rea, senior Steve Houg, and front row left to right: junior Julie Jaskilka, junior Erin Barker, sophomore Christina Lay and 
sophomore Rebecca Fissel.
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and sophomores Rebecca Fissel and 
Christina Lay. Senior Daniel Rudd 
is an honorary member. Anderson 
and Mulvaney presided over the 
Cedarville team.
This year, the SIFE Regional 
Competition was held in Cleveland. 
Cedarville packed its presentation 
equipment, including the 18-minute 
video which took 17 straight hours 
to complete, into a trailer, packed 
themselves into a van, and traveled 
to Cleveland, to give their presenta­
tion. At that point, Cedarville SIFE 
had been in existence for just over 
32 days.
“While there were no awards for 
‘Rookie of the Month and.One-
Yellow Springs
TRAVEL
• Lowest Airfares Available 
•Personal Service 
•Cruises
•Eurail Passes *AMTRAK 
•Tours *Hotel Reservations 
•Passport Photos 
•Domestic and International 
•Specialty and 
Adventure Tours
A Full Service, No Fee Agency 
Locally owned and operated.
767-2000
213 Xenia Avenue 
(above the W inds Cafe) 
Mon-Fri: 9-6; Sat: 10-2
H alf in Cleveland, clearly the Ce­
darville team was the most profes­
sionally prepared team in 
competition. [The team had] excel­
lent presentation skills, a classy 
video-taped background and care­
fully articulated answers to the 
judges’ questions during the tradi­
tional Q&A session after the pre­
sentation. The judges were heard to 
say that they would have hired any 
one of the six presenters,” Gibbs 
said.
At the job fair which accompa­
nied the competition, students could 
pass out their resumes to prospec­
tive employers.
With a year’s time, additional 
members and campus-wide organi­
zational support and involvement, 
this year’s SIFE presentation team 
is confident that they will come 
away with awards.
Senior Steve Houg, a member of 
the Cedarville SIFE team said, “I 
believe this year’s team has laid the 
foundation for the SIFE program, 
and I can definitely see future SIFE 
teams performing very well in the 
years to follow.”
“SIFE is a great experience that 
benefits both our students and our 
school,” Allport said. Though the 
Cedarville team did not come home 
bearing prizes, it is confident that 
next year will be a victory celebra­
tion.
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Heather Fourman
Staff Writer
A little difficult to find on a world 
map, Togo is a narrow strip of land 
squeezed between Ghana and Benin 
on the coast of West Africa. But the 
country’s size means little to the 
four senior nursing students who 
will spend the next four to five 
weeks ministering specifically to 
its people. Angela Boyce, 
Antoinette DeVera, Donna Mitchell 
and Katie Smith left for Togo on 
April 13, accompanied by Profes­
sor of Nursing Dr. Lois Baker.
Baker, who has led a team of 
nurses to Togo for four years, said 
that trips like the one to Togo came 
about because of the vision of Dr. 
Irene Alyn, chairman of the nursing 
department. In addition to the spring 
trip to Togo, teams comprised of 
junior nursing students will also go 
to New Mexico, Scotland, Thailand 
and Togo during the summer. These 
trips give students interested in 
cross-cultural nursing a chance for 
firsthand experience in another cul­
ture.
One of the goals of trips like the 
one to Togo is to expose students to
One of several teams of nurses organized to train internationally, this group left for 
Togo on April 13. From left to right: Dr. Lois Baker, Angela Boyce and Donna Mitchell. 
Not pictured are Antoinette DeVera and Katie Smith. File photo.
what life really is like for a i 
missionary. Junior Jessica 
who will be going to Togo thus July, 
said that she is looking forward to
gaining a better perspective on medi­
cal missions. “This trip will give me 
a new view of how nursing can be 
used to reach beyond a person’s
physical need to reach them spiritu­
ally, and I may become more certain 
about the future and where God 
wants me to be,” she said.
The Togo team of nursing stu­
dents will be working at Karolyn 
Kempton Christian Memorial Hos­
pital, a hospital built by AB WE mis­
sionary Wendell Kempton, in the 
memory of his first wife. It is sup­
ported by the Togolese and churches 
in the United States. There are cur­
rently about 15 missionaries serving 
at the hospital, and Baker said that 
another goal of the nursing students 
is to minister to the missionaries and 
their children.
Boyce, DeVera, Mitchell and 
Smith had much to do in preparation 
for their trip to Togo. In addition to 
getting shots for malaria, meningi­
tis, yellow fever, polio, typhoid fe­
ver and hepatitis, they also had to 
learn basic elements of the Togolese 
language and culture.
The Togolese mostly speak Ewe, 
a difficult tonal language, but there 
are many other tribal languages as 
well. The seniors had to learn many 
Togolese cultural practices. “We 
can’t cross our arms or legs because
it’s considered arrogant, and we can ’ t 
wear pants or shorts because it would 
be immodest,” Mitchell said. She 
also said they will have to become 
used to bartering at the market.
While they have been warned 
about snakes, scorpions and 120 
degree temperatures, Mitchell said 
she is more nervous about her role in 
the hospital. The nursing students 
will have the opportunity to do many 
things they would be unable to do in 
the United States, including assist­
ing in operations, delivering babies 
and making stitches.
Mitchell said, “I expect to see 
God do a lot while we’re there, be­
cause we all are kind of shy and are 
nervous about nursing, let alone the 
language barrier. I think every day 
will be miraculous. We expect to get 
laughed at, but also expect to get to 
know the people and other nurses 
and hope to be able to share Christ 
with them.”
Baker said, “The only thing I ex­
pect is the unexpected. Every year is 
different. And God will give us the 
strength to do whatever he has in 
store for us.”
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A d hom inem : Vindictive evangelicals lam poon political foes
______Trip Radke______  silentintheiroppositiontoClinton. people, who happen to bear an ter rather than his policies, and in cies. But I do not despise him. If
Columnist We must remain faithful to a call- awful lot of animosity towards the so doing it risks permanent dam- Bill Clinton is a sinner, then he is
Americans cannot turn on their ing that is uniquely ours— to speak president. But their words are age to the office he occupies. no worse than you and me. The
radios or their television sets with- the truth, in season and out of wrong, and this is a practice that is On the one hand you have Jerry Bible teaches that all have f allen
out being briefed on the Clinton season, no matter how unpopular, unfortunately spreading like wild- Falwell hawking his conspiracy short of the glory of God, and t at
administration scandal of the day. and always in love. True Christi- fire. theory video m anifesto , The means every one of us. Has our
Through his ethical lapses and his anity loves the sinner but hates the Evangelical criticism o f the Clinton Chronicles, a John Birch version of the gospel become so
various misled policy decisions, sin because it is destructive of the president, Reed writes, is so wide- type look at the purported crimes politicized that we no longer be-
our Commander-in-Chief has, for human spirit and contrary to God’s spread that it has “become a veri- of then-governor Clinton. On the lieve that His grace extends to i
many Christians, become public plan for humanity. But how we table cottage industry.” More than other hand you have a prominent Clinton? I am in no way arguing
enemy number one. criticize is important, as are our once, evangelical leaders have pro-life leader saying a vote for that legitimate criticism °  <• e
No president in recent history motives. Do we chasten in love, stood in front of an audience and, Clinton is a sin against God. This president for misconduct in office
hasreceivedthecriticismandscru- seeking repentance and reconcili- insteadofengagingthepresident’s sort of speech hurts the church, be muted or circumscribed, for 
tiny that this sitting president has. ation? Or do we seek the political policy or opinions, they have child- and it hurts the membership. If these are benefits o fa  free society.
While portions of the criticism destruction of our foes?” ishly poked fun. This is wrong, one needs to feel angry, he ought But those who are identified as
may be justified, some of it is just The last line of this excerpt illu- These methods by which they to tune into any one of a number of followers ofC hnst should temper
mean and hateful. Worse yet, a m inatesaproblemintheevangeli- ev a lu a te  the p resid en t are the conservative talk shows on the their disagreements with Clinton
large serving of this venom is com- cal church today. I have heard unbiblical, and they are doing a air, but it should not be up to with civility and the grace of God,
ing from the evangelical church, pastors and other church leaders d isservice to the evangelical church leaders to lampoon the avoiding the temptation to per-
Forgoing the commands to pray pray that, “the American people’s church. Reed says that everything president and encourage animos- sonalize issues or demonize their
for the leaders of our country, and eyes would be opened, and that we do and say should reflect God’s ity. I would say that we need to be opponents,
to respect those in authority over they would see Bill Clinton as the grace, and he reminds us that this mindful of our speech when we Reed has addressed this issue 
us, many Christians have resorted fraud that he is.” I have sat with policy applies not just to our al- comment on any of our leaders, with accuracy, and biblical sup-
to mud-slinging and personal and Christian brothers and sisters, and lies, but also to our enemies. and that the evangelical church port, and now we just have to put
vindictive words. whenever Clinton would appear Stressing this view in regard to ought hold themselves to a higher these ideas into practice. The lan-
Are Christians to remain silent on television, their dem eanor Clinton, Reed writes, “Like an standard than the world at large, guage coming from the c urc
and subdue the urge to speak out would change. They would be- army that overwhelms its enemy We can work to elect another should differ from that coming
against policy? Dr. Ralph Reed is come so incensed that one would but leaves the land uninhabitable, candidate, we can protest policy from the pundits. Perhaps your
the executive director of Christian think that they just found out all some religious conservatives have decisions, and we can illustrate grandma was right when she said,
Coalition, and perhaps the most four networks would be broad- come dangerously close to defin- the problems that some issues pose “If you don’t have something nice
eloquent and articulate spokesper- casting Ellen every night of the ing themselves in purely anti- for Christians, but in our criticism, to say about someone, don t say
son for religious conservatives. In week. I would hear, “jerk” and C linton term s. Som e o f this we should not make sport of the anything at all.
his book, Active Faith, he writes, “liar” and, “oh, I just can’t stand opposition has been deeply per- president’s personal life. Reed
“People of faith should not fall him!” These are otherwise good sonal. attacking Clinton’s charac- writes, “I oppose Clinton’s poli;-----------------------------------------------
The Saint. Kilmer's new movie gets one and one-third thumbs up
Ben Barnhart js original, that twists when we ex- realizing how beautiful Russell is, reality allowing the film-maker to the exact moment to open the door
Staff Writer pect it to go straight and rises when Templar foolishly accepts the as- communicate a concept we don’t for them. W om en’s intuition,
It is not difficult to find action we expect it to fall. Though The signment and finds himself hope- normally see in our lives-but this maybe? Although we never find
films, nor is it impossible to find Saint cannot live up to all our ex- lessly in love with Russell (I cannot film doesn’t even try tomakesense. out, I don’t think it was a case of 
films that chronicle the lives and pectations, it does a better job than say that this part oozes originality), Consider these facts. Templar is women’s intuition because the di­
loves of international espionage most have given it credit. but not hopelessly deep enough to a thief, who in the end gives his rector did a sloppy job with conti-
agents. In fact, we could even go a This remake of the 1960s’ televi- keep himself from selling the se- money away to a charitable organi- nuity. It is because life does not
step further and combine the action sion series combines action and es- crets to the villainous Tretiak who zation, all for the love of Russell, really make sense. Things happen
film with the international-espio- pionage elements with loosely hopes to rule the Russian nation by Russell is a renaissance woman who, that we can’t explain; we attribute
nage. Then we would have James thrown togetherdialogue that leaves monopolizing all its energy sources, amid her poetry and art, finds time them to God or destiny and take
Bond, Mission Impossible or any us wondering: “Is life really this Once Templar realizes the plot to to stumble across the secret equa- advantage of the situation, 
number of films that intrigue our absurd?" The movie’s answers yes. rule Russia, he sets out to save tion that allows for cold fusion. She Instead of trying to say that events
ordinary lives. They lead us to be- Simon Templar (Val Kilmer) is a Russell from the Russian Mafia and falls in love with Templar, even fall as planned, this film says that
lieve that we need do nothing more multi-millionaire thief who cloaks restore law and order to the elected though she does not know his name; many things just happen, that there
than abandon our office jobs and himself with the names of saints Russian president (Awfully nice of when she finds that he is a thief, she are no explanations, and it would be
grab a bag-o-disguises, and we too and searches for another couple him, don’t you think?). All in a continues to love him. And why? absurd to suggest some. It is inter-
could spend our lives running from million dollars to push his bank day’s work for your average super- Because, “You are a beautiful per- esting to note that it has been many
the Russian Mafia. account over the 50 million dollar hero, and if the description were to son,” she says to him. years since philosophers began de­
But alas, life is not that simple, goal he set for himself. As part of end here, we would be left with a As in any good action film, the nying the existence of mith, and
and we are not all bom with the his plan to achieve financial inde- generic action film, but fortunately heroes are always one step ahead of only now are we beginning to see
innate knowledge of the duct sys- pendence, he accepts an assignment the film has more to say. the bad guys, but their ability to the results of that in our films,
terns for the major buildings in ev- from the industrial leader of the It ends up becoming absurd, and elude becomes ridiculous, espe- The Saint is an interesting film,
ery largecity. However, thisdoesn’t recently liberated Russian nation to not just because Elisabeth Shue cially when an art collector happens The dialogue might seem cheesy,
prevent us from enjoying action steal the secret of cold fusion from plays a physicist. It is more than to offer them a haven in her sewer but dialogue does not matter when
films; that is, until these films be- a certain Emma Russell (Elisabeth amusing to watch her explain the gallery. The whole scene is played there is no point to die film. It is not
come all the same, and we feel as Shue), who seems to have stumbled process of cold fusion. Not that a as if the art collector and Templar revolutionary, but in its own quiet
though we could have written the over the impossible equation that film must adhere exactly to real- are great friends, although they had way, The Saint has begun some-
dialogue between last night’s slow allows us to harness the power ity-entering a theater, we tempo- never met before this scene, and thing that will shift the way films
dreams. And so, we seek a film that present in a glass of water. Not rarily suspend our conception of somehow the art collector knows are made for years to come.
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The Kry, Jars o f Q ay  
influence Georgia act
Lisa Walker 
Contributing Writer
The Christian life is made up of 
a series of ups and downs, mo­
ments of both joy and defeat. A 
quintet from Duluth, Ga., who dub 
themselves Smalltown Poets, at­
tempts to give their audience a po­
etic and musical rendering of these 
widely varied emotions in their self­
titled debut album.
Their guitar-driven altema-pop 
style may be a welcome sound for 
those who are drawn to groups 
such as Jars of Clay, PFR and The 
Kry. While they lack the musical 
variety that PFR has developed and 
do not possess the acoustic inten­
sity of Jars Of Clay, those who 
enjoy these groups should give the 
Poets a sample listening.
Although they cover some fa­
miliar lyrical territory within the 
realms of Christian music, these 
Smalltown minstrels add a unique 
flavor to standard subjects. One 
such exam ple is their song, 
“Monkey’s Paw.” It likens the 
earthly desires that keep Christians 
from intimacy with Christ to wish­
ing on a useless charm. “I held the 
monkey’s paw today and put my 
wishes into play, thanked Heaven 
for the trophies, but I still had Hell 
to pay. So I brought my spoils to 
the altar’s edge, heard You say 
obey instead. Forevermore to un­
derstand that dreams-come-true can 
kill a man.”
“Prophet, Priest and King” and 
“Inside the Bubble,” the first and
last tracks on the album, speak of 
the unmatched joy that only those 
who know Christ can understand. 
“Everything I Hate” is a straightfor­
ward and honest tune that describes 
the Christian’s daily struggle with 
the sin nature. The album’s other 
themes include the Second Com­
ing, loving others and the angst of 
isolation. The ballad “Trust” rolls 
along with soft intensity, urging the 
listener to trust in Christ. “Take this 
bread; drink this cup. Know this 
price has pardoned you from all 
that’s hardened you. But it’s going 
to take some trust.”
The group’s homepage on the 
internet relates the story of how two 
of the Poets originally discovered 
their mutual passion for poetry and 
music through their high school cre­
ative writing class. The homepage 
also quotes keyboard player Danny 
Stephens: “Michael and I have been 
challenged ever since our writing 
class to be real poetic and real cre­
ative with our lyrics, and yet at the 
same time, just to be honest and 
accessible. That’s even what the 
name Smalltown Poets means. We 
view ourselves as the guys next 
door—even-keel, straightforward, 
and real up front. You’ve got to 
balance being poetic with being un­
derstandable.”
These Smalltown Poets are ear­
nest in their attempt to use their 
poetry for a higher cause: encour­
aging their brothers and sisters in 
Christ and proclaiming the love of 
God.
Microwave Journalism
Annual Fund
__________Michele Pieuri
Contributing "Writer
How would you like to have $500 taken off 
your tuition next year? Well, that is exactly 
what The Annual Fund Office wifi do, and has 
done. The Annual Fund Office raises money in 
order to lower student costs. This year each 
student will pay around $519.18 less because 
of the annual fund.
According to Development Officer Jeff 
Brock, “The Annual Fund is the gap between 
what students pay, and what it actually costs to 
gohere.” Brock and eight other staff members 
work in the lower level of Founder’s Hall and 
have the primary mission of filling that gap.
Brock said they accomplish this by involv­
ing themselves with anything that attracts re­
sources to the college. They hold special events 
and promotions, host special guests and pas­
tors and work within the community. They 
also help the college with other areas, such as 
the Ministry Center campaign.
Much of what they do is accomplished 
through student telemarketers, alumni parents 
and friends of Cedarville College. The 
Telemarketing Supervisor is 1996 graduate 
Carol Lee. She explains that students attempt 
over 30,000 calls a year. Tn addition to asking 
for money, they also call to express their 
gratitude and follow up on prayer requests. 
The students have the responsibility of letting 
the potential donors know that their money 
will go directly to the Annual Fund, which not 
only lowers students’ costs, but also helps pay 
for other student needs such as computers, 
dorm repairs, Christian Ministry teams and
chapel speakers. Lee says that there are cur­
rently 28 students who work with the Annual 
Fund Office as telemarketers and applications 
for next year are being accepted.
Camelot Retold
Cachet J. Stevart 
(Staff Writer
On April 3, a group of 14 Cedarville College 
students attended the Victoria Theatre to watch 
the acclaimed musical Camelot. This group 
was comprised of members of the Tau Delta 
Kappa organization and their guests. Tau Delta 
Kappa is an organization for students in the 
Honors Program. Before the musical, the stu­
dents visited Samuel Johnson’s Coffee Shop, 
located across from the theater.
Camelot is a retelling of the King Arthur 
legend, covering the time period from the 
marriage of Arthur and Queen Guenevere to 
the final battle foughtin Camelot. David Bimey 
starred as King Arthur. Previously, Bimey 
starred in the touring production of Mark 
Twain’s The Diaries o f Adam and Eve. Dale 
Kristien played the role of Queen Guenevere; 
she recently performed the character Christine 
Daae in Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Phan- | 
tom o f the Opera. S tephen B i shop was Lancelot; 
he recently completed a successful run as 
Gaston in the stage version of Disney ’ s Beauty 
and the Beast.
The musical received an enthusiastic ova­
tion upon completion. The New York Times 
said of Camelot, “Never less than a thing of 
beauty...glows with magic.”
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Sports and LeHsuie,
Track and field: W omen place second, m en fourth at W ittenberg
Sophomore physical education major Lindsey Mitchell practices javelin under the 
tutelage of coach Paul Orchard. Photo by D. Blackburn.
Pete Bednarek 
Staff Writer
The Cedarville College men’s and 
women’s track teams have already 
reached the middle of their seasons 
and are currently preparing for the 
upcoming conference meet, 
NCCAA and NAIA Nationals. The 
season opened for the teams at the 
Florida State University (FSU) Re­
lays in Tallahassee. This event came 
at the end of a week of training in 
Sebring, Fla., during Spring Break. 
The weather was exceptional and 
provided a conducive environment 
to continue the training which had 
begun during the fall and winter 
seasons for most of the athletes.
The field of teams at the unscored 
FSU Relays consisted of many 
NCAA Division I schools includ­
ing Duke University, Louisiana 
State University, Florida A&M 
University and Liberty University. 
Senior Joy Beitler performed well 
in the 100 meter and 400 meter 
hurdles, as well as the in high jump. 
Senior Kara Malone ran 18:32 in 
the 5,000 meter, and sophomore Jill 
Breckenfeld finished the 10,000 
meter at the 41:14 mark. Solid per­
formances on the men’s team came 
from junior Brian Hilty, who ran 
1:59 in the 800 meter, as well as
sophomores Chris Merrill in the 
1,500meter (4:08) and Joel Peterson 
in the 5,000 meter (15:53).
The following weekend, the 
teams hosted the Cedarville Col­
lege Invitational. While many stu­
dents were home or on their way 
home for Easter, the team braved 
strong winds and chilly tempera­
tures from 1 to 7 p.m. on March 28. 
The wind contributed positively or 
negatively, depending on the event 
considered. Sprint times, on the 
whole, were good, but the bar for 
the high jump and pole vault had to 
be held in place until an athlete 
attempted the height.
Beitler ran a good time in the 100 
meter hurdles, setting a new school 
record of 14.99 seconds. She placed 
second in both the 100 and 400 
meter hurdles. Sophomore Alison 
Huizinga placed fourth in the ham­
mer throw and also set a school 
record with a throw of 110’7”. 
Cedarville’s distance women domi­
nated their events as senior Julianne 
Pletcher and sophomore Becky Jor­
dan placed first and second in the 
5,000 meter, and junior Rebecca 
Jenks won the 10,000 meter. Also 
taking second place in her event 
was freshman Jodi Quint, tossing 
the javelin 112’5”.
Junior Dan Hudson picked up a 
win in the javelin and a third in the 
discus. Second place finishers in 
their events included sophomore Jon 
McGinnis in the pole vault, fresh­
man Pete Bednarek in the triple jump 
and Peterson in the 10,000meter. At 
least 15 teams including Miami of 
Ohio, Malone College, and a num­
ber of unattached athletes partici­
pated in the unscored invitational.
On April 5, Cedarville partici­
pated in its first scored meet at 
W ittenburg University. The 
women’s team finished second 
out of 13 teams, and the men 
placed fourth of 11 teams. Many 
athletes established personal 
bests while scoring points for the 
team. The meet was rainy during
the morning hours, and windy during 
the afternoon. Event winners for the 
women were Jenks in the steeple­
chase, Beitlerin the 400meter hurdles, 
sophomore Lindsey Mitchell in the 
triple jump and senior Michelle Burson 
in the 10,000 meters. The women to­
taled 157.5 points in the meet.
The men had no event winners but 
juniors Chris Leverette and Linton 
Ellis picked up second places in the 
400 meter hurdles and the 200 meters. 
Freshman Nate Jenkins ran the 400 
meter in 51 seconds, the team’s sec­
ond fastest time of the season, and 
took fourth place. At the FSU Relays, 
senior James Persenaire ran the fast­
est time at 50.61 seconds. The team 
hopes to have all four men running 
under 50 seconds by the end of the 
season.
Senior Dave Rea ran 4:09 in the 
1,500 meter, finished the 800 meter at 
1:58, and then ran the third leg of the 
4X400 meter relay in 3:29. The men 
were able to collect 104.5 points and 
enjoyed good performances. Upcom­
ing is the Mid-Ohio Conference meet 
in Canton on April 19. The National 
Christian College Championship Meet 
will take place at Cedarville on May 
1-3.
Haven’t Been There, Haven’t Done That
vfolumbus
The Ohio Ballet presents Beauty and 
The Beast. April 24-27 at 8 p.m. at 
The Ohio Theatre. Tickets are $12- 
$45.
Proof that the phrase "talented coun­
try singer" is not always an, oxymo­
ron. Mary Chapin Carpenter will 
perform at The Ohio Theatre, Sun­
day, May 18, at 7:30 p.m.
The Columbus Crew has already be­
gun its second season, and they play 
at home against San Jose on April 19, 
and against New York/New Jersey 
on May 11.
cutting edge gaggle of boys and girls 
will perform May 11, at 7:30 p.m. at 
Veterans Memorial.
The Broadway production of M y Fair 
Lady. April 18-26, atthe JarsonKaplan 
Theatre. Tickets are expensive, but at 
least you can get a seat.
Daniel-san tries his hand at signing. 
Ralph Macchio stars in the Broadway 
production of How To Succeed in Busi­
ness Without Even Trying. Production 
runs May 13-25 at 8 p.m., at The Proc­
tor and Gamble Hall. Tickets are $35- 
$50.
4 Him and Point o f Grace. This ^  y°u Trekkies, come out of the
closet!!! Sharonville Convention Cen­
ter will host the annual Star Trek Con­
vention on Saturday, May 17, at 11:00 
a.m.
The Cincinnati Reds play April 25-30 
at Cinergy Field. Tickets run $3-$16, 
and you can get ticket information by 
calling 513-421-7337.
J^£)aiiton
Bill and Gloria Gaither. Saturday, 
April 19 at 7 p.m., at The University of 
Dayton Arena. Tickets are $10.50- 
$14.50.
Event tickets can be purchased online, 
by dialing Ticketmaster Online at 
www.Ticketmaster.com.
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M ajor Tom:
• Major Tom 
Tour Guide
Everybody keeps talking these 
days about the Outdoors, and what 
a swell place it is—they keep going 
on about the fresh air and the sun­
light, as if we haven’t got plenty of 
oxygen and 120-watt bulbs perform­
ing smartly in our houses. So why is 
it, do you think, that everyone wants 
to get away and see the “natural 
world,” when we have all the neces­
sities of life (canned vegetables, 
Spam, Sega, TV Guide, etc.) under­
neath our freshly-tarred suburban 
roofs?
I’ll tell you why: several years 
back (maybe right after the ‘60s) a 
few clever entrepreneurs bought up 
the deeds to this Outdoors that ev­
eryone calls so “great”; and by the 
pleasant display of miniature hills 
and trees that I see on most hori­
zons, I ’d say these businessmen are 
terribly good at advertising. It’s safe 
to assume they also own some boot 
factories and oil refineries, and that 
they probably play golf a lot.
Now you may call my theory a 
stretch, but think about it—people 
have been wandering around the 
wilderness for eons, but never be­
fore have they considered it a desir­
able condition, much less lined up 
with friends to pay for the opportu­
nity. Trek over to the nearest “Out­
door Supply Store” (a suspicious 
name in and of itself), and you’ll 
remind yourself of just how costly 
it can be to seize and possess the 
coveted title of Granola (see defini­
tion below).
Despite the fact that the company 
fatcats have us over a barrel on this 
“nature” thing, it seems unlikely 
that the masses will be strong enough 
to stand against the abuse. For this 
reason, I have compiled a small 
guide for the beginner’s first foray 
into the organic theme-park of na­
ture—if you’re going to patronize 
manipulative corporations, you 
might as well do it safely.
Granola: (n) 1. a crunchy cereal or 
snack bar full of healthy things, or 
one who consumes granola fre­
quently to excess (i.e., “the flushed 
granola staggered unsteadily down 
the hall”) 2. (slang/vulgar) any col­
lege student who invests great sums 
of money to live on just the bare 
essentials of life, generally possess­
ing one or several pair of 
Birkenstocks.
Point 1: When entering parks and 
ranger-stations, you will often be 
told to “watch out for the wild ani­
m als.” Some common words
a safety guide and socialist critique of the outdoors
instance. Major Tom has been given an honorary doctorate from the University of Iowa for his trenchant feminist limericks. The 
limericks were of no use in this situation. Or in any other situations for that matter. Photo by D. Blackburn.
dropped at this point are “bears,” 
“mountain lions” and “llamas.” 
Note: You will never actually see 
any of these so-called animals. They 
are merely clever sales promotions, 
devised by the rangers arid coordi­
nated with computer-animators at 
PBS. Occasionally, rangers will 
dress up in bear costumes and sneak 
around campsites to promote the 
myth, but the effect is never con­
vincing. If you see any of these 
masqueraders, please, in the name 
of truth and justice, throw rocks at 
them.
Point 2: When mountain climbing, 
be advised—no matter how high up 
you think you are, earth’s gravity 
still applies. Convincing others of 
the nonexistence of gravity is 
frowned upon, except in certain situ­
ations.
Point 3: Everyone is required to be 
convincingly happy for the dura­
tion of a backpacking trip. Com­
plaints should be reserved for 
suburban life. Everyone knows, for 
example, that eating oatmeal for 
breakfast each ir iming can become 
repetitive (som imes even in the 
first day), and mt ioilet paper is 
indeed softer than rocks, so there
isn’t any need to go and talk about 
it.
Point 4: In the event of rain, Point 
3 is effectively reversed. Gloomy 
attitudes are encouraged. Those 
who point out that rain will help 
flowers to grow are asking to be 
convinced of the nonexistence of 
gravity. (See Point 2).
Point 5: If you see a dog on the 
trail, do not pet it. The white foam 
on its lips does not mean that it 
wants a treat, or that it wants to be 
your friend. It does not care if you 
think it is cute. If it watches your 
legs, this is most likely because it 
wants to eat them.
Point 6: Night time is cold. You’d 
think that the stars could pick up
the slack for the sun, on account of 
there being so many of them, but 
they don’t. Outside, the cold sub­
divides into many more interesting 
categories as the night goes on. 
They run something like this: cold, 
colder, freezing, frozen, absolute 
zero, sunrise. So if the day is hot, 
expect a frigid night. If the day is 
cold, kill a Taun-Taun and climb 
inside of it for the evening. If you 
do not own a Taun-Taun, consider 
buying a very expensive sleeping 
bag (see the first half of this article, 
A Socialist Critique o f the Out­
doors).
Point 7: If snakes join you in your 
sleeping bag at night, it means you 
have a good sleeping bag. You
0 0  Weekly
Mailing phone cards. No experience 
necessary. For more information,
send a SASE to:
Global Communication 
P.O. Box 5679 
Hollywood, FL 33083
cannot ask them to leave. You cannot 
file a harassment suit. You cannot 
wait until they are asleep and then 
throw them out. If at any point a 
snake exits your bag, shivering, you 
are in some trouble. Follow the snake. 
Point 8: When you backpack, down­
hill seems easier than uphill. It isn’t. 
Unless you are rolling. Which you 
shouldn’t be. Refer to the hardness of 
rocks, and its corollary principle, the 
fragility of the human skeleton.
Well that’s about it. If you must 
wander the countryside, at least re­
member to shop at the thrift hiking 
stores. And if anyone ever tells you 
that the great Outdoors is the home of 
a pure and simple life, you’ll know 
better.
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■ si.dbw alk italk
S p r in g  is h e re  a n d  lo v e is in  th e  a ir.
Freshman broadcasting major John Morgan
What is the most nauseating thing you've seen couples do? 
"I don't know... who cares about love."
Senior piano major Kim Miller
What is the most nauseating thing you've seen couples do? 
"The long, sappy good-byes, in front of dorms.”
Junior math education major Melody Brickel
What is the most nauseating thing you've seen couples
do?
"Holding hands everywhere they go, for every little 
thing they do."
Sophomore social work major Faith Buchanan
What is the most nauseating thing you've seen couples do?
"Couples giving each other piggy back rides."
Sophomore mechanical engineer Dave Edwards 
What is the most nauseating thing you've seen couples do?
"Saw a couple in line holding hands, they had to stretch to arms length, 
fingertips brushing, before their three second separation."
Sophomore communications major Ted Forrest 
What is the most nauseating thing you've seen couples 
do?
"The whole 'cuddle in chapel' thing gets me."
